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Abstract

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have greatly expanded the size of the known 

transcriptome. Many newly discovered transcripts are classified as long noncoding RNAs 

(lncRNAs) which are assumed to affect phenotype through sequence and structure and not via 

translated protein products despite the vast majority of them harboring short open reading frames 

(sORFs). Recent advances have demonstrated that the noncoding designation is incorrect in many 

cases and that sORF-encoded peptides (SEPs) translated from these transcripts are important 

contributors to diverse biological processes. Interest in SEPs is at an early stage and there is 

evidence for the existence of thousands of SEPs that are yet unstudied. We hope to pique interest 

in investigating this unexplored proteome by providing a discussion of SEP characterization 

generally and describing specific discoveries in innate immunity.

sORFs in innate immunity

Gene annotation and sORFs

Beginning with the sequencing of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome in the 1990s, 

the scientific community has shown considerable interest in comprehensive identification 

and annotation of protein-coding genes in eukaryotes. Early efforts focused on ATG-initiated 

ORFs capable of encoding a polypeptide of at least 100 amino acids [1,2]. ORFs that did 

not meet this length cut-off, short open reading frames (sORFs) (see Glossary), required 

additional evidence to merit a protein-coding designation. In subsequent assemblies of 

eukaryotic genomes, similar heuristics – often complemented by homology searches against 

earlier annotations – have propagated this length bias [1]. These, and other conservative 

assumptions, have reduced spurious annotations, but imply the existence of a ‘dark 
proteome’ that is currently unannotated and understudied [3]. The ORFs and sORFs that 

give rise to this proteome have been found in many contexts, including 5′ untranslated 
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regions (UTRs) and 3′ UTRs, as extensions of canonical coding sequences or nested within 

them. Moreover, translation from sORFs has been documented in ‘noncoding’ transcripts, 

including long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), circular RNAs, and ribosomal RNAs [3-5].

lncRNAs

lncRNAs are an increasingly appreciated class of genes that are defined by a length of at 

least 200 nucleotides (nts) and their lack of coding potential. Their abundance in the genome 

is similar to that of protein-coding genes, and many have been shown to contribute to 

various phenotypes through interactions with proteins, RNA, DNA, or combinations thereof 

[6,7]. Although only a few per cent of catalogued lncRNAs have been characterized, those 

that have are implicated in key biological processes including immunity [8,9], cancer [10], 

viability, and differentiation [6,7]. LncRNAs are often processed similarly to mRNAs – 

spliced, capped, and adenylated – and those that are exported to the cytoplasm are frequently 

found bound to ribosomes. Although association with ribosomes does not necessarily imply 

active translation [11], many genes classified as lncRNAs harbor sORFs that are translated 

to functional SEPs (also called microproteins) [12]. Indeed, an analysis of human, mouse, 

and fruit fly indicates that 98% of lncRNAs, across all three species, contain an AUG-

initiated ORF, with a median of six such ORFs per lncRNA [4]. Furthermore, improved 

computational, proteomic, and sequencing-based approaches have resulted in the discovery 

of coding potential in some lncRNAs and hinted at that possibility in many more [12].

In this review, we focus on translated sORFs originating from lncRNAs in the innate 

immune systems of mice and humans. Reviews of sORFs in more general contexts are 

available [3,4,13,14]. We discuss the merits and limitations of both high-throughput and 

focused approaches to sORF discovery and characterization. We catalog the small number 

of newly discovered SEPs in innate immunity and suggest the most likely areas of near-

future discovery. For each catalogued SEP, we summarize the steps taken to establish 

sORF translation and SEP function. Furthermore, we highlight the dual nature of these 

genes which often exhibit both coding and noncoding functionality. Finally, we discuss the 

particular merits of studying innate immune SEPs as a pursuit of scientific discovery and for 

the possibility of uncovering novel therapeutics.

Discovery of translated sORFs

Sequence analysis

Discovering new SEPs begins with sequence analysis. The standard scanning model of 

translation initiation involves a preinitiation complex binding the RNA 5′-cap and traversing 

the transcript until reaching a Kozak sequence centered at the start codon AUG. There, the 

remaining translational machinery engages, and elongation of the polypeptide occurs. Once 

a stop codon is encountered, translation is terminated, and the ribosome dissociates from 

the transcript [15]. This model implies a simple sequence analysis approach to identifying 

putative coding sORFs: to identify the 5′-most, AUG-initiated ORF of a cytosol-localized 

transcript. Indeed, this approach has been adequate for discovering some translated sORFs 

[16,17].
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However, despite the prominence of the scanning model, it is not uncommon for ribosomes 

to exhibit alternative modes of translation, including leaky scanning, shunting, readthrough, 

and initiation at internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs) [18]. Additionally, it has long been 

appreciated that the majority of eukaryotic protein-coding genes lack an optimal Kozak 

context, and that translation can initiate at near-cognate start codons (CUG/GUG/ACG/etc.) 

[19-22]. Add to this the hundreds of thousands of uncharacterized ORFs in the human 

transcriptome and it becomes clear that more sophisticated approaches are required to 

identify functionally translated sORFs. For example, in a statistical analysis in which 

the human NCBI Reference Sequence (RefSeq) transcriptome sequences were shuffled 

100 times, it was concluded that close to 90% of AUG-initiated ORFs in the human 

transcriptome would be expected by random chance. Nonetheless, this leaves tens of 

thousands of sORFs in excess of what would be expected randomly [23]. Therefore, it 

is probable that many uncharacterized sORFs are functional, but determining which cannot 

be fully accomplished by single-species sequence analysis (Figure 1, Key figure).

Conservation and coding potential

Because functional coding sequences are expected to exhibit significant cross-species codon 

conservation, it is common to use sequence similarity to support further investigation of 

sORF translation [24]. Popular conservation scoring tools rely on multispecies alignments 

which, in turn, rely on high-quality genome assemblies [24-27]. Incomplete assemblies 

and heuristics employed by genome-wide alignment tools [28] can obfuscate homologous 

sORFs. Furthermore, it is characteristic of many sORFs to exhibit lower conservation 

scores than known protein-coding sequences and to be limited to smaller clades [29]. The 

functional sORF within HOXB-AS3, for instance, was found to be conserved in primates but 

not in other species (see later) [30]. Examples such as this indicate that conservation scores 

calculated from large sets of diverse species – including, for example, the 100-vertebrate 

PhyloP base-wise conservation track and the 58-mammal PhyloCSF hub on the University 

of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser – are at risk of ‘washing out’ true 

homologs that are restricted to specific clades [24,26,31,32]. Thus, relying on sequence 

conservation runs the risk of rejecting truly functional sORFs.

A complementary approach to nucleotide sequence analysis is an assessment of the 

protein domains of the putative SEP. Of the SEPs that are characterized, many are 

secreted as signaling molecules, found in membranes, or are known to contain intrinsically 

disordered domains [13]. The European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)-hosted 

tool, InterProScan, integrates many protein domain databases [33]. For further lists of 

bioinformatics tools that can aid in predicting coding potential, see [13,14].

Ribosome sequencing

As already mentioned, translation requires physical association between ribosomes and 

transcripts. Researchers have used this association, along with NGS, to gain a better 

understanding of the translatome. There are multiple approaches for isolating polysome-

bound transcripts for sequencing; however, they are broadly similar and involve pausing 

translation, isolating ribosomes, and sequencing the ribosome-bound transcripts [34-36]. For 

the purposes of discovering translated sORFs, ribosome profiling (or ribosome footprinting 
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or Ribo-Seq) is notable for combining NGS with high-resolution mapping, allowing 

well-informed predictions of translational potential and efficiency. In contrast to other 

methods which extract full RNA transcripts from polysome complexes, Ribo-Seq includes 

a nuclease treatment step that degrades unprotected RNA, leaving only ribosome-protected 

fragments (~30 nucleotides in length) which are blocked from nuclease activity by virtue of 

being within the ribosome translation pocket [35,37,38]. Sequencing and mapping provide 

information on the locations of ribosomal occupancy on the transcript and can be used 

to predict translated sORFs. In standard Ribo-Seq, the elongation inhibitor cycloheximide 

can be used. In experiments aimed at identifying translation initiation sites (TI-Seq), 

lactimidomycin or harringtonine are used in place of elongation inhibitors and may be 

followed by puromycin to deplete elongating ribosomes and enrich initiating monosomes 

[39,40]. See Table 1 for a compilation of Ribo-Seq studies in cells and cell lines of the 

innate immune system.

Following sequencing, mapped fragments are passed to ORF prediction programs (see http://

rnabioinfor.tch.harvard.edu/RiboToolkit/links.php for a comprehensive list of software [41]). 

Alternatively, the investigator may skip this step altogether by making use of the many 

Ribo-Seq ORF prediction databases already available (Table 2).

Candidate validation, approaches, and drawbacks

Translated sORF predictions based on ribosomal association likely misestimate the coding 

potential of transcripts and say nothing about the function of predicted SEPs (including 

whether they are functional at all). To confirm novel peptide production, candidate 

sORFs are typically validated via peptide tagging and microscopy or immunoprecipitation 

(IP). SEPs frequently influence phenotype by complexing with larger protein partners 

[16,17,70-72]; therefore, determining these partners with coimmunoprecipitation mass 

spectrometry (MS) [73] can inform SEP function. A UV-induced crosslinking tag has been 

reported to be particularly well suited to identifying SEP binding partners [74].

There are important considerations when conducting peptide-tag experiments. First, there 

is evidence that N or C terminus tagging can bias protein travel to different compartments, 

confusing claims about localization [75]. Additionally, it can affect the ability to detect an 

SEP, perhaps due to the destabilization of an important domain [76]. Alternatively, it is 

possible that the tag will stabilize an otherwise unstable and uninteresting SEP, resulting 

in a false discovery. Finally, the use of bulkier fluorescent tags such as green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) (~240 amino acids) has been observed to impair the colocalization of SEPs 

with binding partners [16,77]. An alternative to full fluorescent protein tagging is the use of 

a split fluorescent system which may reduce steric hindrance and allow the SEP to act in a 

wild-type manner while still providing a fluorescent readout [78]. For a thorough discussion 

of peptide tags and a list of available tags see [79].

Each of these techniques can be implemented in ectopic expression systems in the cell type 

of interest; however, conclusions drawn from these artificial expression systems should be 

used primarily for further hypothesis generation. Ultimately, validation should include the 

detection of endogenous SEP production either by splicing a molecular tag into the genome 
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or with a validated antibody (Ab) against the SEP. Here, Ab validation is preferred because 

it leaves the SEP and cell line in their wild-type states, but it is likely to be more costly, and 

may be unfeasible depending on the characteristics of the SEP in question.

High-throughput validation

Individual, high-resolution characterization of SEPs will be an important part of correctly 

annotating the genome and characterizing SEP–protein interaction networks. However, the 

large numbers of putatively coding sORFs detected from Ribo-Seq and sequence analysis 

argues for the application of high-throughput methods to validate translation en masse. 

Broadly, there are two approaches: peptidomics via MS (Box 1) and genome editing 

with CRISPR-Cas(Box 2). In both cases the challenge is for the investigator to formulate 

a comprehensive ORFeome that encompasses translated sORFs in a given experiment 

while minimizing the total size of that space to maintain statistical power. For example, 

a combined six-frame genome-wide and three-frame transcriptome-wide proteome may 

capture all potentially translated ORFs, but in the case of MS, the large percentage of 

null results and multi-mappings to ORFs that are not even transcribed will reduce the 

statistical significance of truly translated ORFs [80]. Ribo-Seq-guided ORF prediction is 

well suited to this problem. If such data are not available, de novo transcriptome assembly 

and three-frame translation has proved capable of discovering novel translated ORFs [81]. 

Polysome profiling or RiboTag pulldown could provide additional evidence of translation 

from ‘noncoding’ transcripts [82-84].

Characterized SEPs in innate immunity

An emerging class: bifunctional genes

Here we describe SEPs that were recently discovered and characterized in innate immune 

(and innate immune-derived) cell lines. We also note instances where the RNA itself is 

known to contribute to a phenotype distinctly from the SEP; this is the case in four of the 

five examples shown in Figure 2. Although the sample size is too small to make strong 

inferences, the high representation of these ‘coding-noncoding’ or ‘bifunctional’ [85,86] 

genes suggests that future studies of SEPs would do well to consider the impact of the 

transcript itself.

MIR155HG

The lncRNA MIR155HG has been the subject of intense study for the contribution of its 

miRNA product (miR-155) in inflammation in both innate and adaptive immune responses 

in human and mouse [87-89]. This includes increased MHC II presentation in human 

primary monocytes and mouse bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) [90,91]. 

Recently it was demonstrated that this gene also produces a 17-amino-acid SEP (miPEP155) 

in humans but not in mice [16]. This sORF was considered because it began with the 

5′-most AUG codon. Endogenous peptide production was confirmed by CRISPR-Cas9-

mediated GFP insertion inframe with the genomic sORF in human HEK293T cells [16]. 

Additionally, an Ab against miPEP155 was used to confirm peptide production in human 

monocyte-derived dendritic cells (MDCs). Immunoprecipitation with anti-miPEP155 Ab 
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showed that miPEP155 bound a protein partner, and liquid chromatography MS (LC-MS) 

was used to identify the chaperone protein HSC70.

HSC70 is required for antigen presentation in DCs, and further study in miPEP155-treated 

mouse BMDCs showed reduced MHCII expression compared with untreated control cells 

[16]. As mentioned, the sORF in question is not found in mice, but there is a high 

degree of homology between mouse and human HSC70 proteins, raising the hypothesis that 

miPEP155 could function across species. Subsequent experiments in mice demonstrated that 

intravenous injection of miPEP155 improved outcomes in mouse models of psoriasis and 

experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) (a mouse model for multiple sclerosis) 

as evidenced by reduced IL-17A production and skewed T-cell polarization as a result of 

altered antigen presentation from DCs [16]. In this case, the RNA and SEP functions appear 

to be antagonistic, enhancing or reducing MHCII presentation, respectively. Although it 

would take a targeted study to make a strong claim about what purpose this serves, we 

can speculate that the importance of miR-155 in modulating many inflammatory pathways 

necessitates its expression for reasons other than MHCII expression; then, miPEP155 might 

act as a targeted ‘reducing valve’ on this singular miR-155-controlled pathway, resulting in a 

well calibrated MHCII presentation phenotype.

NMES1

NMES1 (Nmes1 in mouse) is a second example of a bifunctional gene with miRNA 

and SEP products. Both the miRNA miR-147b, and the sORF encoding an 83-amino 

acid SEP, C15ORF48, are highly conserved [92]. Furthermore, both the NMES1 
transcript and miR-147b were found to be expressed in primary human monocyte-derived 

macrophages (MDMs) and mouse bone-marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs) following 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation [92]. A second group observed the same result 

in THP-1-derived M1 macrophages (T-M1s) treated with interleukin-1β (IL-1β) [93]. 

MiR-147b was known to target the NDUFA4 transcript [92], and this was confirmed by 

reduced NDUFA4 transcript amounts following transfection of miR-147b mimic in MDMs 

[92].

An 82-amino-acid peptide encoded by NDUFA4 showed structural similarity to C15ORF48 

[92,93], and both SEPs shared protein–protein interaction partners, in particular the subunits 

of the cytochrome c oxidase complex (CcO) [94]. C15ORF48 was detected by Western blot 

in LPS-stimulated BMDMs and MDMs [92] and IL-1β-stimulated human aortic endothelial 

cells (HAECs) and A549 cells, but not in IL-1β stimulated T-M1s [93]. Aside from the 

obvious difference in stimulus (LPS vs. IL-1β) and cell type, we cannot provide an adequate 

explanation for discrepant C15ORF48 detection between the two human monocyte-derived 

macrophage lines (MDMs and T-M1s).

Regardless, this observation – along with the replacement of NDUFA4 with C15ORF48 – 

supports a model of competitive binding at CcO in response to either LPS [92] or IL-1β 
[93]. Here, the SEP and RNA exhibit complementary functions: miR-147b targets NDUFA4 
mRNA and C15ORF48 promotes NDUFA4 protein degradation by excluding it from its 

binding pocket in MDMs and HAECs when stimulated with LPS or IL-1β, respectively [92].
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1810058I24Rik

The expression of the uncharacterized lncRNA 1810058I24Rik was significantly decreased 

in mouse BMDMs stimulated with five separate pathogen-associated molecular patterns 
(PAMPs) in vitro [76]. The same was seen in human monocytes and MDCs stimulated 

with LPS [76]. Moreover, the transcript localized to the cytosol and harbored a highly 

conserved sORF that produced a 47-amino-acid SEP, Mm47. A cDNA expression vector 

containing the sORF and FLAG-tags at either the N terminus or C terminus was expressed, 

and translation occurred in two of the three constructs, as evidenced by an anti-FLAG 

immunoblot. Although N terminus tagging alone resulted in no detectable peptide – perhaps 

due to disruption of a predicted signaling domain – simultaneous tagging of the N and C 

termini resulted in detectable protein [76].

Protein product formation was demonstrated endogenously via anti-Mm47 Ab pulldown. 

SignalP [95] suggested mitochondrial localization for the protein, and this was confirmed 

via immuno-staining against FLAG-tagged Mm47 [76]. In immortalized BMDMs, genomic 

knockout via CRISPR-Cas9 and rescue with an ectopic Mm47 expression vector 

were combined with LPS and nigericin or ATP to link Mm47 to activation of the 

Nlrp3 inflammasome as measured by IL-1β release. This was further supported via 

1810058I24Rik targeting siRNA knockdown in primary BMDMs which also showed 

reduced IL-1β release in response to nigericin [76].

This case highlights the importance of epitope tag placement and used immunofluorescence 

imaging to show that both FLAG-tagged and endogenous Mm47 localize to the 

mitochondria. Ultimately the experimental results led to a slightly counterintuitive 

conclusion: Mm47 must be present for Nlrp3 inflammasome activation, but both 

1810058I24Rik transcript and Mm47 are downregulated by LPS stimulation. This might 

indicate that degradation of Mm47 from baseline levels following inflammatory stimulation 

can act as a molecular timer, allowing immediate Nlrp3 activation, but also attenuating 

that inflammatory pathway when Mm47 is lost, thereby functioning as a built-in safeguard 

against chronic Nlrp3 inflammasome activation [76].

Aw112010

The mouse-specific lncRNA Aw112010 has been observed to be highly expressed 

in microglia, astrocytes, CD4+ T cells, and macrophages under various inflammatory 

conditions [8,82,96]. In a study of CD4+ T cells polarized into inflammatory Th1 cells, 

chromatin isolation by RNA purification (CHIRP) was used to show that that Aw112010 

was enriched in proximity to the anti-inflammatory Il10 gene, and that Aw112010 depletion 

by siRNA led to increased Il10 expression [8]. Additionally, Aw112010 coprecipitated with 

KDM5A, a demethylase that removes the activity-promoting H3K4me3 marker; under wild-

type conditions, H3K4me3 at the Il10 locus was lost. By contrast, when Aw112010 RNA 

was knocked down with siRNA, H3K4me3 was maintained. An 84-nucleotide deletion was 

introduced in the Aw112010 gene (Aw112010Δ430–514) downstream of the primary sORF 

(see next paragraph) in RAW264.7 macrophages and resulted in decreased proinflammatory 

Il6 and increased Il10 expression [8]. Taken together, these findings supported a regulatory 
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role for Aw112010 RNA in KDM5A-directed demethylation of the Il10 gene in Th1 cells 

and an uncharacterized regulatory role of Il10 and Il6 transcription in RAW264.7 cells [8].

In another study, which utilized RiboTag and Ribo-Seq approaches in BMDMs, this lncRNA 

coded an 84-amino-acid SEP from a CUG start codon [82]. In comparative experiments 

between WT Aw112010 mice and a mutant strain with an early stop codon (Aw112010stop), 

decreased Il6 and Il12p40 release were observed in response to intraperitoneal LPS 

injection, as well as the increased proliferative capacity of orally administered Salmonella 
Typhimurium serovar in Aw112010stop mice [82]. However, the introduction of a premature 

stop codon triggered nonsense-mediated decay which reduced both RNA and SEP 

concentrations, and made it impossible to discern which was contributing to the change in 

phenotype. To overcome this, transcripts were constructed so that the sORF was composed 

of synonymous codon substitutions; this substantially altered the predicted RNA structure 

and sequence but encoded the same peptide. This altered transcript rescued IL-12p40 

cytokine production as measured by ELISA in BMDMs and supported the claim that the 

SEP itself was responsible for regulating expression of Il12p40 [82].

These experiments demonstrated RNA-driven reduction of anti-inflammatory IL-10 

production in CD4+ T cells [8], and SEP-driven increase in IL-12p40 in BMDMs [82]. The 

observation that – following LPS treatment and relative to wild-type, Aw112010Δ430–514 

RAW264.7 cells exhibited decreased IL6 transcription [8] and Aw112010stop BMDMs 

exhibited decreased IL-6 cytokine release [82] – could be explained by Aw112010 RNA 

function (but not SEP function) in both cases. In total, the evidence suggests that Aw112010 
RNA and SEP work synergistically to promote a robust immune response in mouse 

macrophages, but the full contribution of either component is uncertain.

HOXB-AS3

In a study of NPM1 mutations in the context of acute myeloid leukemia (AML), NPM1mut-

AML cells and K562 cells were used to thoroughly characterize human HOXB-AS3 
function [10]. Knockdown with anti-HOXB-AS3 gapmers implicated the HOXB-AS3 
transcript in proliferation [10]. RNA immunoprecipitation coupled with tandem MS revealed 

the HOXB-AS3 protein-binding partners, with the protein EBP1 being the most prominent; 

100-nucleotide deletions of the transcript showed that loss of nucleotides 95–195 decreased 

association with EBP1. RNA antisense purification (RAP-DNA) confirmed enrichment of 

the EBP1-HOXB-AS3 at the rDNA promoter and indicated that a different 100-nucleotide 

section was responsible for that interaction. After recording insubstantial association of 

HOXB-AS3 with polysomes, it was concluded that translation was not relevant for HOXB-
AS3 function in the NPM1mut-AML cell line [10].

A second study of an alternate HOXB-AS3 transcript in colon cancer cells found a 53-

amino-acid SEP, but not the lncRNA itself, to be an important mediator in colon cancer 

proliferation [30]. Ribo-Seq results indicated translational potential which was confirmed 

with GFP and FLAG tagging. Coimmunoprecipitation using an anti-SEP Ab followed by 

MS analysis was used to determine that the SEP interacted with a number of proteins 

involved in RNA splicing. A focused interrogation of a specific binding partner, hnRNPA1, 

was undertaken. After mutating hnRNPA1‘s functional domains, the HOXB-AS3 SEP 
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interacted with the RNA-binding RGG box and influenced hnRNPA1 activity. Despite 

contributing to a pronounced phenotype, this sORF was found only in primates [30]. 

In the context of colon cancer, HOXB-AS3 SEP reduced proliferation in contrast to the 

proliferative phenotype induced by HOXB-AS3 transcript in the AML cell lines. The 

marked contrast in both the mechanisms of action and the phenotypic results from these two 

HOXB-AS3 transcripts highlights the importance of making cell-type- and context-specific 

claims regarding the action of these complex genes.

In summary

Taken together these examples offer a window into the complex nature of bifunctional 

genes. Though few in number, the fact that four of the five genes have been shown to 

exert phenotypic effects through both RNA and SEP emphasizes the inadequacy of the 

current ‘protein-coding/noncoding’ dichotomy. Furthermore, it causes us to wonder whether 

the understandable emphasis on studying proteins has resulted in the scientific community 

failing to consider RNA function from mRNAs.

Alternatively, or additionally, it may be the case that RNAs with coding sORFs are 

particularly apt to exert both coding and noncoding functions. It has been previously 

hypothesized that sORF transcripts represent proto-genes, lowly translated coding 

sequences which, through evolutionary time and selection, stabilize into canonical protein-

coding genes [36,97]. One criticism of this hypothesis is that maintaining a latent pool of 

translated proto-genes would cost cellular resources and provide a negligible-or-negative 

survival advantage. Bifunctional genes offer an answer to this criticism: if the sORF-bearing 

RNA is itself contributing to evolutionary fitness, then the drawbacks of aberrant sORF 

translation could be overcome by the RNA’s provided benefit. Furthermore, RNA function 

would be robust against indel mutations that modulate the sORF; thus, these transcripts 

might provide the material for de novo protein-coding gene creation. Although this is 

speculative, it suggests that many proto-genes may turn out to be functional RNAs, akin to a 

recapitulation of the RNA world, observable in the present day.

Concluding remarks

Nuanced biomolecular interrogation has allowed researchers to differentiate between 

SEP and RNA activity, and there are many databases containing thousands of sORFs 

and lncRNAs that are yet to be investigated (Table 2). Immunologists might find the 

study of this expanded proteome particularly fruitful. It is well established that the 

transcriptome is drastically changed under conditions of inflammatory stimuli. Furthermore, 

it is reported that multiple components of translation initiation machinery become altered 

under conditions of cellular stress, including in innate immune cells treated with LPS and 

other PAMPs [98,99]. These changes shift the cells from the standard scanning model of 

translation towards an atypical mode that can enhance translation from IRES, initiate with 

Leu-tRNAs, and involve other aberrant initiation mechanisms [100-102]. These changes 

in the transcriptome and translatome imply the existence of a unique and context-specific 

proteome for immunologists to investigate and understand.
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A particular emerging area of interest is in the field of immunometabolism. Described SEPs 

show a positive charge bias and enrichment for transmembrane α-helices [22]. Amphipathic 

positively charged peptides can cross the outer mitochondrial membrane, and many 

characterized SEPs are components of the mitochondrial proteome [23,74,76,93,103-105]. 

Metabolic reprogramming is important in innate immune responses, and SEPs are likely to 

be further implicated in this process [106,107].

Another emerging area of interest is immuno-oncology. Peptides originating from noncoding 

regions are greatly enriched in MHCI presentation complexes in many cancers [108-110]. 

As the MHC peptidomes of cancers are further resolved, therapeutics with high specificity 

against cancer types might be discovered. There are already promising studies making use of 

DCs and peptide vaccines in this regard (see Clinician’s corner).

Although previously overlooked, both SEPs and lncRNAs are increasingly recognized 

as important contributors to various phenotypes. NGS and improved computational tools 

have improved our ability to identify sORFs with translation potential. High-throughput 

functional characterization methods are required to rapidly determine which sORFs are 

biologically relevant. Advancements in peptidomic technologies, including the possibility 

of direct protein sequencing, may eventually allow high-throughput characterization of 

the peptidome with high sensitivity (Box 1). For now, CRISPR-Cas-based approaches 

appear to be the most effective method for mass characterization. Given the proliferation 

of predicted SEPs in databases and the growing appreciation of SEP functionality, we 

expect a large number of important SEP discoveries in coming years. Furthermore, although 

many questions remain (see Outstanding questions), and as argued earlier, we think that 

immunologists may be particularly well positioned to characterize functional SEPs and 

utilize this information in the development of novel candidate therapeutics and vaccines.
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Glossary

Dark proteome
understudied and under-characterized proteins and peptides, including those that arise from 

UTRs and noncoding RNAs.

FASTQs
the standard short-read sequencing format for bioinformatic sequencing analysis.

Homology-directed repair (HDR)
repair of DNA breaks using a homologous template, allowing the insertion of genetic 

material.

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
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a PAMP component of Gram-negative bacterial cell walls. In its purified form, it is 

commonly used as an inflammation-inducing ligand in studies of innate immunity.

Nigericin
a PAMP isolated from the Gram-positive bacterium Streptomyces hygroscopicus; it is 

capable of activating the Nlrp3 inflammasome.

Nlrp3 inflammasome
a large multiprotein complex required for the production of IL-1β and IL-18 and conserved 

in human and mouse. Nigericin and ATP are PAMPs known to activate this inflammasome.

Nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ)
cellular repair mechanism for double-stranded DNA breaks such as those caused by 

CRISPR-Cas9. It typically results in small nucleotide insertions or deletions at the repair 

site.

Nonsense-mediated decay
a eukaryotic RNA surveillance pathway that prevents the production of aberrant proteins 

containing premature termination codons (PTCs).

ORFeome
set of all ORFs, including known coding sequences, sORFs, and ORFs that are not 

translated.

Pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)
conserved features specific to microbes, essential for their survival; a PAMP is recognized as 

foreign and initiates an innate immune response during an infection.

Perturb-Seq
a high-throughput technique that combines pooled screening (perturbations) with single cell 

sequencing, allowing for accurate identification of gene targets or phenotypes following 

single perturbations.

Proto-gene
a genomic element which undergoes transient translation and may act as the ‘raw material’ 

for de novo gene generation.

Short open reading frame (sORF)
a nucleotide sequence of 300 codons or less and giving rise to a sORF-encoded peptide 

(SEP). Also called small open reading frame (smORF).

Split fluorescent system
experimental approach in which a fluorescent tag is split into two nonfluorescent protein 

subunits. When the subunits are coexpressed and joined together, the unit fluoresces. 

Typically, one subunit (the tag) is much smaller than the other.

Untranslated regions (UTRs)
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regulatory regions at the 5′ end and 3′ end of protein-coding genes that are typically not 

thought of as having coding potential.
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Box 1.

Proteomics for SEP discovery

Standard MS workflows are optimized for large, abundant proteins andmay fail to detect 

SEPs for several reasons, including low sORF translation, high SEP turnover rate, loss 

of small peptides in sample preparation, and a lack of trypsin digest sites [111]. For 

these reasons there has been only moderate success in reanalyzing MS data with updated 

peptide predictions [112,113], and deep peptidomic analyses aimed at detecting SEPs 

commonly result in intolerable false discovery rates [103,114,115]. Nonetheless, direct 

detection of SEP production is possible and desirable; here are some approaches to 

peptide detection, current and future.

Bottom-up or shotgun proteomics

This is the most common approach to proteomic MS. Following sample collection, a 

protease (typically trypsin) is used to fragment the protein. Protein fragments are subject 

to LC, and are then treated to MS. In the case of tandem MS, measured peptides are 

further fragmented and undergo an additional round of MS (see Figure 1 in main text). 

Typically, this is optimized for peptides in the range of 8–25 amino acids, and SEPs may 

have too few digestion sites to produce fragments in that range [111]. Fortunately, recent 

excitement in the field of SEP discovery is leading to improved workflows that enhance 

the discovery of small peptides [14,111,116,117].

Top-down proteomics

The distinguishing feature from the bottom-up technique is the lack of a protease 

digestion step, enabling direct MS on the intact peptide; this avoids the problem of 

ambiguous peptide fragment spectra. The main drawbacks are technical and practical: 

this approach is less well suited to complex protein lysates, and fewer core MS facilities 

have expertise in it [111,118]. However, in the near future it could become the preferred 

method for SEP detection [111].

Immunopeptidomics

This involves isolating MHC–peptide complexes and eluting out the peptides, which 

can be analyzed by LC-MS/MS [119] (see Figure 1B). Conveniently, the size ranges 

of both MHCI and MHCII complex peptides are appropriate for standard analysis 

without a digestion step [120]. This approach may be particularly attractive as SEPs are 

overrepresented in MHC complexes, a phenomenon partly explained by SEPs entering 

the ‘defective ribosomal product’ pathway at a high rate [114]. This approach has proved 

highly successful in identifying SEPs associated with cancer [108-110,120,121].

Nanopore protein sequencing

Nanopore long-read sequencing of DNA and RNA has had a lasting impact on DNA 

and RNA sequencing [122]. The technology works by measuring ion flow through a 

membrane-spanning nanopore. The pore is equipped with a combination motor protein/

helicase which unwinds nucleotide sequences and pulls them through the pore. The 

nucleotide sequence in the pore causes a characteristic change in the current from which 
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the sequence can be inferred [122]. The same idea applied to protein sequences faces 

added challenges, including the greater variety of amino acids compared to nucleotides, 

and the stability of protein tertiary structures. Nonetheless, recent advances show that this 

approach is feasible in principle [123,124]. If brought to fruition, this technology could 

revolutionize peptide discovery by reducing dependence on sophisticated MS devices and 

allowing protein sequence determination without prior predictions.
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Box 2.

CRISPR-Cas for SEP discovery and characterization

CRISPR-Cas screens

Genome-wide CRISPR-Cas screens have proved to be valuable tools in protein-coding 

gene and lncRNA characterization [125-128]. Here, they offer the same ability to quickly 

narrow a large number of putative coding ORFs to those that are involved in a given 

phenotype. In a recent CRISPR-Cas9 screen against 553 novel ORFs in four human 

cancer cell lines, 57 were implicated in growth and viability; roughly half of these 

induced a consistent phenotype across all four cell lines [113]. Another CRISPR-Cas9 

growth screen against 2353 noncanonical ORFs in induced pluripotent stem cells and 

K562 cells linked growth defects to hundreds of targeted ORFs. This included 229 

lncRNA ORFs in either cell type and 51 lncRNA ORFs in both cell types [78].

Perturb-Seq

Screens, such as mentioned in the previous section, demonstrate that a large number of 

putatively functional ORFs can be reduced, in a high-throughput manner, to a set of high-

confidence ORFs in a given context. However, they are limited to a single phenotype: 

typically viability, growth, differentiation, or a pathway reporter [125,128,129]. An 

alternative approach that provides a more comprehensive readout of cell state is offered 

by Perturb-Seq (or Crop-Seq or CRISPR-Seq) [125,130]. Here, a pool of perturbed 

cells undergoes single-cell RNA sequencing and transcriptomic readout is used to 

infer function (see Figure 1 in main text). In the work referenced previously [78], a 

comprehensive CRISPR-Cas9 screen was performed, and selected hits were followed 

up with Perturb-Seq. Gene set enrichment analysis allowed direct mapping of particular 

sORF disruption to biological processes [78]. Such information could be instrumental 

in informing further experiments aimed at elucidating sORF contribution to specific 

pathways.

Homology-directed repair

In the studies described in the previous sections, CRISPR-Cas was employed in its 

disruptive nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) capacity. However, the system can 

also be used constructively to insert peptide tags in-frame with ORFs via homology-
directed repair (HDR). Several recent studies have demonstrated successful use of 

split-fluorescent systems for visualization of dozens of proteins in single experiments 

with N- or C-terminal tagging [131,132]. This approach has not yet been applied to the 

study of sORFs, but it holds significant promise for high-throughput validation of coding 

potential while simultaneously providing localization information and a handle for MS 

pulldown to determine SEP–protein interactions [133]. Caveats to consider are the low 

efficiency of HDR, which frequently results in insertion at only one allele, and a dearth 

of usable guide RNA sites in close proximity to 5′ or 3′ termini of the sORF [132]. 

The OpenCell study [133] successfully tagged over 1000 protein-coding genes using the 

split-GFP system by inserting the tag directly into portions of the coding sequence that 

were predicted to avoid disrupting protein function, thereby overcoming the restriction 
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to N- or C-terminal adjacent sites [133]. Although such an inframe internal insertion 

could work in sORFs, the small size of sORFs seems likely to make these insertions 

deleterious.
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Significance

Coding from noncoding: in this review we explore the emerging roles of bifunctional 

genes in contributing to the innate immune response.
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Highlights

New approaches have implicated hundreds of long noncoding RNAs as potential protein 

coding genes through overlooked short open reading frames (sORFs).

There are many thousands of sORFs, withmultiple lines of evidence supporting 

production of sORF-encoded peptides (SEPs), compiled in databases but uninvestigated.

Confirmation of production and functional characterization can be nuanced, but 

thoughtful interrogation has already expanded the known proteome and our 

understanding of important biological pathways. This includes contributions to innate 

immune function in mouse and human.

Although the expanding proteome is likely to interest investigators from all fields, there 

is reason to believe that immunologists are particularly well positioned to make impactful 

discoveries.
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Clinician’s corner

Beginning with the commercialization of the 51-amino-acid insulin in 1921, small 

peptides have had important roles as therapeutics. Today there are 80 peptide therapeutics 

and hundreds more under development. Progress is being made in addressing drawbacks 

such as short half-lives and low oral bioavailability [134].

Although sORFs show low sequence conservation, the protein complexes that their 

encoded peptides interact with are likely to be conserved, allowing for cross-species 

therapeutics. To wit, the sORF encoding miPEP155 is reportedly conserved only in 

primates, but its 17-amino-acid SEP effectively resolves psoriasis and autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis in mice [16].

An orthogonal clinical application is related to the prevention, detection, and treatment 

of cancer. A recent study demonstrated a pipeline for discovering cancer-specific MHCI-

presented peptides and showed that mice injected with peptide-pulsed DCs could 

effectively resolve subsequent cancer challenge [135]. A second approach avoided 

vaccination with DCs, using instead peptide–adjuvant complexes [136]. In both cases, 

endogenous T cells were primed against future detection of these cancer-associated 

antigens.

An alternative to relying on endogenous T cells is to select or engineer T cells with 

affinity for specific peptide–MHC complexes. In clinical studies of such systems, one 

major problem is on-target/off-tumor effects, that is, a failure to discriminate between 

tumors and healthy tissue [137]. In studies undertaken thus far, the MHCI peptidome has 

been heavily populated by SEP-derived peptides [108-110], and we expect these to be a 

source of tumor-specific antigens in the future.
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Outstanding questions

From the perspective of broad scientific inquiry, at least two fundamental questions 

remain unanswered: Which sORFs are translated? Of the resulting SEPs, which are 

biologically functional?

There are many databases with coding predictions for uncharacterized ORFs based on 

hundreds of Ribo-Seq experiments. Would time and energy be better spent parsing 

these datasets for candidate sORFs, or is sORF translation so context-specific that more 

Ribo-Seq experiments are required?

There are many coding prediction tools, including dozens based on Ribo-Seq alone. How 

well do predictions from these tools coincide? As additional functional characterizations 

of SEPs are generated, can these data be incorporated to improve prediction tools?

How often do sORF coding genes operate in a bifunctional capacity? To what extent 

do functional lncRNAs and proto-genes overlap? And to what extent is the community's 

built-in bias preventing us from understanding RNA contribution to phenotype in coding 

genes more broadly?

How important is the role of sORFs in regulating adaptive immunity through their 

antigenic presentation on MHC I? Is this a regulated process? Is there a link between 

dysregulated SEP production and subsequent MHC presentation and autoimmune 

diseases?
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Figure 1. Key figure. Discovering and characterizing novel peptides
(A) Steps in discovering translated open read frames (ORFs). Top: determining 

the transcriptome of the cell type of interest. Middle: Ribo-Seq specifies ribosome-

associated ORFs. Additional confidence gained from three-nucleotide periodicity. Bottom: 

computational analyses including conservation score, identification of Kozak sequences, 

and predicted protein domains increase confidence in ORF translation. (B) Approaches 

to high-throughput validation of functional translation. Proteomics: proteins are measured 

from whole-cell lysate or MHC–peptide complexes. CRISPR-Cas9 Screen: GuideRNAs 

(gRNAs) against putative short ORFs (sORFs) are sequenced in bulk, and changes in 

distribution of guides imply sORF-encoded peptide (SEP) function (i.e., disappearance of 

guides over time, indicating a SEP critical for viability). Perturb-Seq: single-cell RNA 

sequencing links sORF disruption to phenotype. Homology directed repair (HDR): epitope 

tag insertion inframe with the sORF via nucleofection with Cas9-complexed RNAs (Box 2). 

(C) Approaches to validating sORF coding potential and determining SEP function. Coding 

versus noncoding function: ablating the start codon of the sORF leaves RNA function 

intact. Alternatively, re-engineering sORF with synonymous mutations alters RNA sequence 

and structure but leaves SEP intact. Conclusions about the relative importance of SEP 
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versus RNA contribution to phenotype may be context-specific. SEP-protein interactions: 

a tagged SEP, or an anti-SEP antibody, can be used to pull down the SEP and interaction 

partners which can be identified by mass spectrometry (MS). Localization: determined by 

epitope tagging and immunostaining. Split fluorescent systems may reduce disruption of 

wild-type (WT) SEP activity while providing direct fluorescent confirmation of translation. 

Abbreviations: LC, liquid chromatography; GFP, green fluorescent protein. Figure generated 

using Biorender.com.
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Figure 2. Newly characterized short open reading frame (sORF)-encoded peptide (SEP) in innate 
immunity.
(A) In mouse bone-marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs), Aw112010 SEP is essential 

to robust mucosal immunity. In mouse CD4+ T cells Aw112010 RNA guides KDM5A 

demethylase to histones at the II10 locus, reducing expression [8,82]. (B) In K562s and 

an acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cell line (human), a HOXB-AS3 transcript produces 

a SEP that antagonistically binds at the hnRNPA1 RNA-binding domain, reducing the 

amounts of cancer-associated transcripts and decreasing proliferation. In a colon cancer 

line, an alternative HOXB-AS3 transcript guides DNA methylase EBP1 to the ribosomal 

DNA locus, increasing transcription and contributing to a proliferative phenotype [10,30]. 

(C) In BMDMs, 1810058I24Rik produces Mm47, which localizes to the mitochondria and 

contributes to Nlrp3 inflammasome generation in response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS). LPS 

also triggers degradation of Mm47, perhaps as a timer on the resolution of inflammation 

[76]. (D) in BMDMs, MIR155HG produces miPEP155 which antagonistically binds HSC70 

and reduces MHCII display [16]. This transcript also serves as a precursor to miRNA 

miR-155 which regulates many immune-related RNAs. (E) In human monocyte-derived 

macrophages, NMES produces SEP C15ORF48 which competes with NDUFA4 in binding 

cytochrome c oxidase (CcO). Additionally, miRNA miR-147b downregulates the NDUFA4 
transcript [92]. Figure generated using Biorender.com.
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Table 1.

Ribo-Seq in innate immune cells
a

Species Cell type Experimental conditions Translation
inhibitors

GEO
accession

Refs

Mouse BMDC NT CHX GSE59793 [42]

BMDC LPS CHX, HARR, LTM GSE74139 [29]

BMDC Mettl3 KO CHX GSE108331 [43]

BMDM LPS CHX GSE99787 [44]

BMDM LPS CHX GSE120762 [82]

BMDM Legionella pneumophila strains CHX, HARR GSE89184 [45]

BMDN Mir-223 KO CHX GSE22004 [46]

Microglia from whole brain tissue
b AZD-8055 CHX GSE78163 [47]

Microglia PrPSc CHX GSE149805 [48]

RAW264.7
Nascent Ribo-Seq

c CHX GSE155236 [49]

Human MM1.S Bortezomib CHX GSE69047 [50]

MM1.S Bortezomib CHX GSE48785 [51]

THP-1 NT PURO, CHX GSE39561 [52]

K562, erythrocytes, reticulocytes, platelets PELO overexpression, shABCE1 CHX GSE85864 [53]

K562 NT CHX, HARR GSE125218 [54]

K562 NT CHX GSE129061 [55]

K562 Survey of rRNA depletion techniques CHX GSE147324 [56]

Primary CD14+ monocytes IFN-γ, Pam3CSK4 CHX GSE66810 [57]

K562, Spleen tissue, primary PBMCs, 
primary monocytes, primary B and T cells RNAse footprinting

d CHX GSE151989
GSE151986
GSE151987
GSE151988
GSE153411

[58]

a
Abbreviations: BMDC, bone-marrow-derived dendritic cell; BMDM, bone-marrow-derived macrophage; BMDN, bone-marrow-derived 

neutrophil; CHX, cycloheximide; HARR, harringtonine; IFN, interferon; KO, knockout; LPS, lipopolysaccha-ride; LTM, lactimidomycin; NT, 
no treatment; PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; PURO, puromycin.

b
Uses cell-type-specific gene expression to computationally deconvolute individual cell types from whole tissue.

c
Introduces a modified technique, nascent Ribo-Seq, for investigating nascent-mRNA–ribosome loading kinetics.

d
Introduces a low-input technique, RNAse footprinting, that is distinct from Ribo-Seq but ultimately results in similar output.
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Table 2.

Select sORF and SEP databases and resources
a

Primary use Resource ORF/SEP 
supporting evidence

Notable features URL Refs

Visualization GWIPS-Viz Ribo-Seq, Ti-
Seq and RNA-
Seq visualization 
from individual 
experiments and 
global aggregates

Online genome browser for 
visualizing processed Ribo-Seq data

https://gwips.ucc.ie/ [59]

Trips-Viz Ribo-Seq and MS 
data from individual 
experiments

Online browser for visualizing 
processed Ribo-Seq data. Can plot 
single nucleotide read intensity and 
predict translated ORFs

https://trips.ucc.ie/ [60]

Transcriptome-
wide ORF 
predictions

RPFdb v2.0 Ribo-Seq Comprehensive collection of Ribo-
Seq studies with ORF predictions in 
a searchable browser

http://sysbio.gzzoc.com/rpfdb/
index.html

[61]

sORFs.org Conservation
Ribo-Seq
MS

Incorporates multiple sORF scoring 
metrics and annotates sORFs with 
dozens of attributes

http://www.sorfs.org/ [62]

Metamorf Conservation
Coding potential
Kozak context
Ribo-Seq
MS

Includes UCSC genome browser 
session for visualization and 
introduces an ORF nomenclature

https://metamorf.hb.univ-
amu.fr/

[63]

smProt Literature mining
Database mining
Ribo-Seq
MS

Includes variant and disease specific 
annotations and maintains a high-
confidence set

http://bigdata.ibp.ac.cn/SmProt/ [64]

OpenProt Ribo-Seq
MS

Generates ORFeome by 3-frame 
transcriptome translation, then 
checks for evidence of translation

https://www.openprot.org/ [65]

nORFs.org sORFs.org
openProt.org

Aggregates information from other 
databases and presents a fast, user-
friendly interface, including a built-
in genome browser

https://norfs.org/home [66]

ORFs in 
noncoding RNA

LncPEP Coding potential
Conserved protein 
domains
Ti-Seq
Ribo-Seq
m6A RNA 
modification

Focuses on lncRNAs. Determines a 
coding score based on a normalized 
sum of six input variables

http://www.shenglilabs.com/
LncPep/

[67]

SPENCER MS SEPs from ncRNA in cancer 
including predictions of MHC 
I affinity, stability, and TCR 
recognition probability

http://spencer.renlab.org/#/home [68]

Coding and 
noncoding 
RNA database

Literature review Curated RNAs that have coding and 
noncoding functions with links to 
literature and supporting data

http://www.rna-society.org/
cncrnadb/

[69]

Ribo-Seq web 
application

RiboToolkit Predictions from 
uploaded FASTQs

Webserver that accepts Ribo-
Seq FASTQs for analysis and 
implements a full prediction 
pipeline

http://
rnabioinfor.tch.harvard.edu/
RiboToolkit/

[41]

a
These resources enable investigators to circumvent the technical and computational challenges of sORF prediction and move directly to the 

hypothesis-driven characterization phase. Indeed, given the thousands of predicted but unstudied sORFs, the greater benefit to the scientific 
community collectively might come from investigations of current predictions rather than new exploratory experiments.
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